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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMEl\TAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Lellgth _______ l 
I 
lueter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) 
Time ______ __ _ t sccond _____________ __ __ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force _________ F weight of 1 l:ilogrr.nL ___ kfT ~, weight of 1 pound 
- - --
lb. 
.. j 
P ower ________ P horsepowcr (met ie, ______________ __ horscpower ___________ 1 hp. 
Speed __ __ _____ V {kilometers per 110ur ______ k.p.h , miles per hOUL _______ m.p.h. meters per secon L _____ - m.p.s. feet per second ________ Lp.s. 
----
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gra.vity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
W Mass = -g 
M oment of inertia = mk2• (Indicate axis of 
r~dius of gyration 1:: by proper subscript. ) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Den~ity (mass per l.nit volume) 
Sto.ndard density f dry nir, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° C . and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib. -ft..- I-sec. 2 
Specific wei6J.t of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb ./cu.ft . 
3. AERODYN AlV!JC SYMBOLS 
Arca 
Afro. of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
/l.3pect ratio 
True air speed 
D ynar:uc pressure = ~P V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient aD. = ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient aD, = ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient aD =Ds1' 
• q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= q~ 
Resultant force 
Q, 
n, 
Vl 
p- ' 
f.I. 
01" 
'1, 
Angle of setting of W'lngs (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is u linear dimemion 
(e.g., for a model au'foil 3 in . chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C ., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pres::;ure coefficient (ratio of dis tance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of do,vnwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
72257-34 
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A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE LATERAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SHORT WIDE AILERONS AND VARIOUS SPOILERS WITH DIFFERENT AMOUNTS 
OF WING DIHEDRAL 
By FRED E. WEICK, HARTLEY A. SOULE, and MELVIN N. GOUGH 
SUMMARY 
Flight tests were made to determine the lateral control 
characteristics oj short wide ailerons and spoilers, as a 
consequence of the promise shown in wind-tunnel tests by 
these devices as means oj obtaining lateral control, par-
ticularly at angles oj attack above the stall. Several 
forms oj spoilers, jront-hinge, rear-hinge, plain retract-
able, and saw-tooth retractable were tested alone and in 
combination with the ailerons. The tests were made with 
several d~fferent amounts oj wing dihedral so that the 
effect of the yawing moments of the dijferent lateral control 
combinations, which raried. jrom large negative to large 
positive wlues, could be evaluated. In conjunction with 
the test , obserrations were made to throw some light on the 
feasibility of operating the airplane with two controls 
instead oj the present three. 
The short wide ailerons gave no control above the stall. 
The spoilers gave some control in the stalled flying range, 
although the tests showed that jar saje operation in this 
range lateral stability as well as lateral control is required. 
The spoilers were unsatisfactory, however, because oj a lag 
between the movement of the control surjace and the 
response oj the ail'lJlane, A combination of the ailerons 
and spoilers appears to offel' possibility for jurther de-
velopment, the spoilers giving control beyond the stall and 
the ailerons by theil' immediate action covering up the lag 
of the spoilers in the normalflight range. The importance 
oj the yawing action of a lateral control sy tem was found 
to increase considerably with increasing dihedral. Large 
positive yawing moments, though an advantage above the 
stall, may be undesirable in the normal flight range 
because they tend to depress the nose of the airplane 1vhile 
rolling into steeply banked turns. 
Two-control operation of the airplane in flight was 
found to be feasible with either the rudder and elemtor 
combination or the aileron and elevator combination, bnt 
it limited the maneuverability and would therejore be 
desirable only with certain types oj airplanes. The 
landing charactel'istics oj an airplane with two controls 
have not been evaluated. 
INTRODUCTION 
The present investigation is an extension of a wind-
tunnel investigation (reference 1) comparing various 
lateral control devices with particular reference to the 
conditions at high angles of attack, where conventional 
ailerons had been known to give unsatisfactory control. 
Some of the control arrangements tested in the wind 
tunnel gave sufficiently promi iug rolling and yawing 
moments at angle of attack above the stall to warrant 
tests of their effectiveness in flight. 
One such control arrangement consisted of ordinary 
ailerons of wide chord and short span which, with the 
proper differential movement, gave reasonably high 
rolling moments at angles of attack above the stall, 
together with yawing moments that had small adverse, 
or negative,! values with respect to the wind axes but 
favorable, or positive,! values with respect to the body 
axes. The wide-chord ailerons, of course, had the dis-
advantage of high hinge moments, but it seemed 
likely that they might give fairly satisfactory control 
above the stall and that, if they did, some sati factory 
means might be found for balancing the hinge moments 
and making the control force reasonably light;, 
Another control device that eemed promi ina was the 
spoiler, which consi ts of a plate rai ed up from the 
upper urface of the forward portion of the wing. The 
rolling-moment coefficient given by the spoiler was 
found to increa e a the angle of attack of the wing 
wa increa ed to the tall (anale o[ attack [or maximum 
lift coefficient), and rea on ably high value were main-
tained to angles fairly well above the stall , The 
poiler gave very high value of positive yawing 
moment with respect to wind axe, which it seemed 
might be advantageous in that they tend to make an 
airplane yaw or turn in the direction corresponding to 
the roll. ncertainty exi ted concerning the effect of 
yawing moment on the lateral control of an airplane 
under variou condition of flight, as to which axes the 
I These signs correspond to the ' .A.C.A. standard usage only Cor the con<litions 
oC a right-hand turn, which is assumed throu\:hout this im·estigation. 
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yawing moments should be referred in order to cor-
re pond to the pilot's reactions to the motion of the 
airplane, and as to the direction and magnitude of the 
yawing moments that pilots would consider most 
desirable. 
The presen t test were made to determine the char-
acteristic of the short wide ailerons and spoilers in 
llight and al 0 to throw ome light on the effect of the 
yawing moments produced by lateral control devices. 
The ail erons were given different movements that gave 
yawing moments ranO'ing from extr emely adver e oneB 
to only slightly adverse one, with respect to the wind 
axes. The spoiler and aileron combination and the 
spoiler alone gave positive value of yawing momen t 
of different magnitude . As the effect of the yawino. 
moment is coupled with the rolling characteristic of 
A Fairchild 22 airplane was used lor the tes ts. In 
order to obtain a compari on of the short wide ailerons 
and spoilers with a representative example of a con-
ventional lateral control sy tern, the tests were also 
made with the standard ailerons for this airplan e. 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
The Fairchild 22 airplane u ed for the te t is a 
small para 01 monoplane. Its general appearance is 
shown in figure 1 and its principal dimensions are given 
in the 3-view drawing of figure 2. The standard lateral 
control sy tem for the airplane consists of long-span 
narrow-chord aileron fitted to the wing of an L~2 
rrirfoil section that has circular tips and is set at ;6° 
dihedral (fig. 3). The ailerons are un balanced and 
have a differential motion. 
FlO URE I.- Fairchild 22 a irplaine. 
the airplane in yaw, the tests were made with the 
Wlllg et at various amounts of dilledral from 0° 
to go. 
The te ts were mainly of a qualitative nature, thp 
pilots following a standard program of tests with each 
control arrangement at each dihedral angle and making 
notes of their ob ervations step by tep. Where 
peculiar phenomena were no ticed, instrument records 
were obtained to check the pilots' observations. 
The standard program of tests wa 0 arranged that, 
in addition to covering the lateral controllability with 
the various control device under different condi tion 
of flight and ""ith various amounts of dihedral, infor-
mation was obtained on some of the other flying and 
handling characteristic of the airplane. Observa-
tions were made of the tability with various amounts 
of dihedral and the fea ibility (with certain stability 
and control characteristics and under certain condi-
tions of flight) of using only one lateral control, 
the rudder or the ailerons, instead of both as at 
present. 
For te t of the shor t wide ailerons and spoilers, a 
special wing was u ed (fig. 4). This wing had the sil me 
airfoil section a the standard wing, but was made with 
square tip so as to correspond more closely to the 
model used in the wind-tunnel tests of reference 1. It 
was adj ustable from 0° to 10° dihedral and was origi-
nally equipped with short wide aileron and front- and 
rear-hinge spoilers. The short wide ailerons could be 
operated either with an equal up-and-downmovemen t 
(fig. 4 (a)) or differentially (fig. 4 (b)). With. both 
movement the ailerons could be rigged at 0°, as shown, 
or up 10°. The rear-hinge spoiler. (fig. 4 (b)) were 
arranged to couple to the differential aileron 0 that 
their hinge moments would to orne extent, balance 
tho e of the ailerons and reduce the stick force required. 
The front-hinge spoilers (fig. 4 (c)) were operated by a 
special control stick ahead of the main one so that in 
case they did not givc sati factory control the pilot 
would till be able to use the ailerons. The arrange-
ment also permitted the pilo t to operate the front-hinge 
spoilers and ailerons together. 
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Dming the tests, for reason noted later, the front-
binge spoilers were replaced by retractable spoilers 
Cfig. 4 Cd». The area of the retractable spoilers was 
later reduced by the removal of the cro s-hatched por-
tion of figure 4 Cd), and finally aw teeth were cut into 
the remaining area Calso shown in fig . 4 Cd». T he 
mechanical linkage of the differential ailerons and the 
rear-hinge spoilers was modified to give a movement of 
17° up and. 5° down to the ailerons and l4 0 to the 
spoilers. The rear-hinge spoiler were al 0 modified by 
reducing the area as shown on figure 4 (a) . The move-
ment of tho control smfaces relative to the control 
Areas: 
Winq 
Aileron 
Stabilizer 
--10' 0"- - >1 
16 ~6 \,-----IIF----1 
24/4." 
Areas: sq. fl. 
172 
29 
15.8 
Elevator 
Rudder 
Fin 
sq.fl_ 
/0.4 
6 
4./ 
C\J 
..... 
'------'~ 
~ 
-----------n~~+_~_nr_-------~ 
Weight, /500 lb. Horsepower 95 
r---------32 . 10"---------->I 
FIGURE 2.- Three-view drawing of Faircbild 22 airplane. 
t:ltick for all control arrangements with the exception 
of the retractable spoilers, where the movement wa 
imilar to that for the front-hinge poiler, i shown in 
figures 5 to 9, inclusive. 
The te ts with the special wing were made at 0°, 3°, 
GO, and go dihedral. As a result of the various modifi-
cation made during the test not all of the control 
devices were te ted with each dihedral . T able I shows 
the various arrangements and the dih edral angles at 
which they were tested. 
The tests consisted of a tandard series of maneuvers 
designed to how qualitatively th tability and lateral 
j---------197"----------~ 
1 ' 
.1 
<0 
<0 
--·~--- I/11 
'--------162%" M 
FIGURE: 3.-Standard wing for Faircbild 22 airplane . 
control characteristics of the airplane and were per-
formed with the variou control devices and with the 
various amounts of dih edral, the pilot making notes 
on mimeographed forms provided for the purpo e. 
( ee forms A to E, inclu ive.) The form A, B, and 
0, covering the stability characteri tics and tho roll 
due to the rudder, were filled out once for each dihedral 
angle. Forms D and E were filled out for each different 
ontrol arrangement at each dihedral te t d. For each 
condition form E wa filled out three times; once for 
normal three-control turn, once for turns made with 
only the elevator and rudder, and once for turn made 
with only the eleyator and the particular lateral control 
device being te ted. 
T ABLE I. - Dihedral angle corresponding to different control 
arrangements 
Wing Lateral control arrangement 
Dihedral 
angle, 
degrees 
----------------------------------------
Standard _ A.i1erons
' 
original diiTerential __ -- ... -- 1 '" 
pecial _ _ _ Ailerons' equal up-and-down- rig!(ed 0° _ - 0, 3,6.9. 
0 0 __ __ Ailerons equal up-and-down-rigged 10° up. _ O. 
0 0 _____ Ailerons original diITerential-rigged 0°__ _ _ _ 0 
00 _____ _ Ailerons original differential- rigged 10° up_ _ _ _ O. 
00 ______ A.i1erons modified differential-rigged 0°________ ___ _ 3,6. 
00 ______ Aileron modified differential-rigged 10° up___ ___ _ 3,6,9. 
0 0 ______ Ailerons original differen tial-original rear-binge spoilers O. 
0 0 ______ Ailerons modified differential-reduced rear-hinge spoilers . 3,6,9. 
00 ______ Front-binge spoilers______ ___ _ ___ _ _ ___ _ O. 
00 ______ Long plain retractable spoilers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O. 
00 ______ 1 hortplain retractablespoi lers ___ ------- - - - - - - 3,6,9. 
0 0 ______ .\lierons-modified differential-short plain retractable 3,6,9. 
spoilers. 
0 0 ______ Saw-tooth retractable spoilers_ _ _ _ ___ - - - _ - - - 9. 
, 
I Long DarroW ailerons. . .' . 
, Short wide ailerons on all arrangements With SpeCial wlDg. 
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The tests were made by two pilots 2 but in only a few 
cases did they both fly the same arrangement of the 
control sy tern with the same dihedral, the nece ary 
checks being obtained by the conelation of the data 
for a given condition with the remainder of the data. 
Where there appeared to be inconsistency in the in-
~---------------180 "'---------------------~ I r------ 78 '~''- --->l 20;{j< 
' R h ' ,w' . ~ Refractable.spoilerl 
I 
eor- Inqe __ _ r 
spoiler ---'I i Front-hinqe spoiler 
r-27 " 
. L 98%," -- ---, 
1 99"-.-·~ 
~ r· 
~--60"--~ 
. ,~ 
3'/A- /f(' ~~ ------.:;- \ C =1~29{ 
l 66 " '"" ,'-- -~ / 
(a) Wloe -chord aileron, equal ' ',,'::, 2<J. 0 
up -and-down ,<;;~\"---/. 
.. , ..... ".'1 \ >/ r 
~-1-3-Y3-2-' -+---------':."..","'.:......----- '-- - -_ _ .~o 
(b) Wide-chord aileron and rear-hinge spoder_ 
Original different/al movem ent 
(c) Fronf-hinge spoiler 
,~S%" 
,~\./.. fi8~~ 
--L 
4 3/e" [\I\I\/Vv'\M il Saw -Iooth I Uufboard 
4341" I Plain _ 5~" 
~I. 3934J .. --+---39"---~T 
(d) Retractable spoiler 
FIGURE 4.-Special wing for Fairchild 22 airplane. 
diviclual reports the quo tionable points could u unily 
be cleared up by di cus ing them with the pilot. In 
general, however, the pilots' observations were fairly 
consisten t and i t seem safe to conclude that all the 
'One of the test pilots, Melvin N. Gough, is also one of the authors. 
most important result were sati factorily ob erved 
but that fine distinctions may be uncertain. 
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In a few cases in which a peculiar characteri tic, a 
lag or delay in the respon e of the airplane to a control 
'" 60 Qj 
Qj 
~:§ 
~ 40 
~ 
.~ 
..... 
~ 20 
'i:: 
f5 
g a 
l. 
~ 
" c: 
..... ;:20 
-1:0 j.---~Cl 
30 
Left 
r-
./ V 
./ V 
L V 
LL 
20 10 o 10 20 
Sf/elf deflection, deqrees 
-"v 
30 
Right 
FIGURE 6. Helativc movement of the short wide ailerons, equal up-and-down. 
movement, was noted by the pilot, instrument data 
were taken to obtain more complete information re-
r--
20 
/ 
-
_. 
- I 
spoiler ! V 
Aileron )1 V 
-::::::-
:/'" 
-~ V 
---r--
10 o 10 
ShcK deflection. degrees 
~ 
20 30 
Righi 
FIGURE 7.-Helati\'e rno,-ement of the short wide ailerons, original differential, and 
rear-hinge spoilers. 
garding the phenomenon. For these te ts, instruments 
were in talled to record simultaneously the position of 
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Form A 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
S1'ATIC.-Trim for cruising, and with throttle and stabilizer constant, 
nose airplane over slowly until air speed is 5 miles per hour higher-
then relesse control stick. Does nose rise? ________ Repeat, pulling 
stick back until air speed is 5 miles per hour lower than cruising before 
releasing. Does nose drop? _______ _ 
Trim for throttled glide at above cruising speed ( m.p.h.), and 
push stick forward until speed increases 5 miles per hour, then release 
stick. Does nose rise? _______ _ 
Repeat, decreasing speed 5 miles per hour. Does nose drop? _______ _ 
Trim for throttled glide, stabilizer fnll tail heavy ( m.p.h.), and 
push stick forward until speed increases 5 miles per hour, then release 
stick. Does nose rise? _______ _ 
Repeat, decreasing speed 5 miles per hour. Does nose drop? _______ _ 
DYNAMIC.-Trim for cruising ( m.p.h.), push stick forward, 
causing dive, then release it. Do oscillations die? _______ _ 
How rapidly? 
Repeat, pnlling stick back before releasing. Do oscillations die down? 
____ ____ IIow rapidly? 
'I'rim for throttled glide at above cruising speed and push stick forward, 
then release it. Do oscillations die? ________ How rapidly? 
Repeat, pulling stick back before releasing. Do oscil lations die down? 
________ How rapidly? 
1'rim for throttled glide, stabi lizer full tail heavy ( m.p.h.), and 
push stick forward, then release it. Do oscillations die down? _______ _ 
How rapidly? 
Repeat, pulling stick back before releasing. Do oscillations die down? 
How rapidly? 
Remarks: 
Form C 
LATERAL-STABILITY TESTS 
All to be made from approximately 3,000-foot altitude 
From throttled glide with stabilizer set full tail heavy (elevator free. 
indicated air speed 62 m.p.h.) and rudder balanced, perform the following 
maneuvers: 
(1) Medium slip to right-same air speed. When steady, release all 
controls and note motion: 
Repeat to left. Note motion: 
From leeel flight at indicated air speed of 62 miles per hour, with sta-
bilizer adjusted for trim (elevator free) and rudder balanced: 
(2) Medium slip to right-same air speed. When steady. release all 
controls and note motion: 
Repeat to left. Note motion: 
If airplane is unstable in latter run, perform following: From lel',l 
/liUht at indicated air speed of miles per bour. with stabilizer ad-
justed for trim (elevator free) and rudder balanced: 
(3) Medium slip to right-same Air speed. When steady, release a1l 
controls and note motion: 
Repeat to left. ote motion: 
Remarks: 
Form B 
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
a.OOO-foot altitude 
From level [lJght at indicated air speed of miles per hour. perform 
a medium right skid, holding wings level. Release rudder, keeping 
wings level with ailerons, and note motion in yaw: 
Repeat to left. Note motion: 
ROLLING DUE TO RUDDER 
In straight level [lJght (cruising) at miles per hour, apply full 
right rudder gently and note direction and amount Of bank: Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat with left rudder. Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat with right rudder moved suddenly. Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat with left rudder moved suddenl y. Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
In throttled glide just unstalled ( m .p.h.) apply full right rudder 
gently and note direction and amount of bank: Right wing ___________ _ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat with lelt rudder. Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat with right rudder moved suddenly. Right wing __________ __ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat with left rudder moved suddenly. Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
In throttled glide fully stalled ( m.p.h.) apply full right rudder 
gently and note direction and amount of bank: Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat with left rudder. Right wing ______ __ ____ _ ____ degrees. 
Repeat with right rudder moved suddenly. Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
Repeat witb left rudder moved suddenly. Right wing ____________ _ _____ degrees. 
Form D 
TURNS AND SPECIAL MANEUVERS 
a,OOO-foot altitude 
ote any peculiarities, including slipping or skidding in the entrance, 
the steady pOSition, or the recovery. in the following turns: 
Controls 
CRUISING ______ miles per hour. 
1. Wide Turn Right _________________ -________ ----- -----Left __ _________________________________________ _ 
2. Medium Turn Rigbt. ______________________________________ _ 
Left __ _______________ _ __________________ __ 
3. Min. Rad. Turn Right ___ _ ___ .. ______ --- ___ . ______ _ 
Left ___________________ . ____ - ___ 
4. Try followin~ straight path in gusty air __________ - -- - - - ---
THROTTLED GLIDE, JUST UNSTALLED ______ miles per hour. 
1. WicleTurn Right .. ____________ _____________ - - -
LeIL __ _ _______ .. ______ -' 
2. Medium Turn Right. __ _ ______________________ _ 
Left__ _ _______________ . ______ _ 
3. Min . Rad. Turn Right ________________ - - - --- -------Left. _______________________ . ________ _ 
4. Try following straight path in gusty air _____ _ ________ _ 
TIIROTTLED GLIDE, FULLY STALLED ______ miles per hour. 
1. Wide Turn Right.. ______ _ Left _______ _ 
2. Medium Turn Right. ___ . __ _ Left ____ _ 
3. Min. Rad. Turn Right. _ Left. __ 
Try slow roll Right. _ 
Left_ 
7 
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Form E 
General questionnail'e to supplement tests on ai le1"on contl'ol 
l. Are a ileron heavy on the ground? ___________________ . 
2. While taxying a re they easily handled? ________ _ 
Effecti ve? __________ - _ - - - - - -
this subject before discussing the re ults of the flight 
tests. These views are based primarily on a general 
study of the lateral control problem and the flying 
experience of the two test pilots, but they have also 
been influenced in important respects by the pre ent 
3. I s there a po ibility of them becoming ja.mmed by foreign tests . bodies? ___________________ _ 
4 . Are the ailerons easy to operate a nd effective under the 
fo llowing con I it ion s: 
E ffecti "e· Effect of yaw 
Stick force nes in roll DUD~~i:::~~~ns? 
Uigh specd ..... __ . ________ . __ . _____ ._. _________ ---- ______ .. __ -- __________ _ 
Cruising ___________________________ . _______________________ . _____________ _ 
Gliding just unstalled near ground in gus t.y ai r _______ ~ _____ - _________________ . _____ ----------. _____ - ___ _ ... 
Fully stalled. gliding _______________________ . ________________________ _ 
Fully stalled, power OIL ____________________________________________________ _ 
Quick maneu \'ers. such as sharp lUfns _____________ . _____ . _____ ~ _____ _ 
5. Is a sideslip easy to st:?rt? __________ Stop? _____ _ 
6. Is a skid ea y to sta rt? _____________ Stop? _______ _ 
7 . D o the a i.lerons v ibrate? ____________ T"'ist? _________ _ 
8. Any effect on ground loop? __________________________ _ 
9. Do you like them? __________________________________ _ 
\~rh y? ___________________________________________ _ 
10. Co uld you get used to them? _________________________ _ 
1l. Would you ever like t hem? __________________________ _ 
20 /0 o /0 
Sf/ck deflecft'on, degr ees 
20 30 
R/ght 
F IG URE .-Relative movement of the short wide ailerons, modified difTerenlial. 
and rear-hinge spoilers. 
the lateral control device and the rolling velocity of the 
airplane. The test procedure consisted of recording 
the rollinO' velocity for the first few seconds follo 'wing 
an abrupt movement of the lateral control device from 
Deu tral. 
CHARACTERISTICS DESIRABLE IN A LATERAL 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
There i some que tion as to what characteristics are 
most de irable in a lateral control ystem and its seems 
advisable to insert the present view of the authors on 
ROLLING ACTION 
Rolling moment.- The rolling moment indicates the 
possibility of the pilot's maintaining the airplane on 
an even keel during flight through gusty air and of the 
time required to attain the maximum rate of roll for 
maneuvering. It is probable that the upper limit of 
the value of the rolling momen t de ired depends only 
on structural considerations and on the reactions of 
the occupants of the airplane to the acceleration pro-
du ed by the moment, although this fact has not been 
definitely established. At the start of the wind-tunnel 
in vestigation of lateral control devices (reference 1, 
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FIG U RE 9.-Relath-e movement of the front-hinge spoilers. 
part 1) a criterion, representing the probable a ti-
factory lower limit, was selected on the basi of the 
acceleration obtained with conventional ailerons at 
10° angle of attack. The value of this criterion cor-
re ponds to a lateral movement of the center of pre -
sure of 7.5 percent of the span. Recent experience 
indicates that this value is likely to be ample for any 
condition of flight that might be encountered, and is 
therefore a desirable value to attain. Where a com-
pronu e must be made, however, between the rolling 
moment and some other characteristic of the control 
system, particularly the control force, a decidedly 
lower value of the rolling criterion, possibly as low a~ 
that corre ponding to a lateral displacement of the 
center of pressure of 3 or 4 percent of th e span, may 
be used and found reasonably atisfactory for prac-
tically all condition of flight . 
Maximum rate of roll.- The maximulU rate of )'oll 
that caD be attained with a lateral control device is to 
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ome extent an indication of the maneuverability of 
the airplane. This characteristic of the lateral con-
trol system, however, is in most, although not nece -
sarily in all, case directly proportional to the rolling 
moment, so that the two characteri tics may generally 
be considered together. Thus, the lower limit for 
the rate of roll may be taken a that accompanying a 
yolling moment giving the de ired value of the rolling 
criterion. Conversely, there is apparently an upper 
limit to the de irable rate of roll which will impo e an 
upper limit on the rolling moment. The upper limit 
of the rate of roll is taken as that above which pilot 
arc not Wmly deliberat,ely to go becau e of the practice 
and kill required to top the rolling velocity, when 
attained, with the airplane in a de ired attitude. This 
limit has not yet been definitely establi hed, but is 
believed to have been exceeded in several present-day 
airplanes at and above the cruising speed. 
Additional requirements.- Two further desirable 
characteri tics of the rolling action are: Fir t, the 
re ponse of the airplane in roll to any movement of 
the lateral control urface should be immediate, 
any noticeable delay or he itation in the action be-
ing objectionable. econd, the action should be 0 
O'raduated that the acceleration and ma)..'imum rate 
of roll increase smootilly and regularly as the tick 
deflection is increa cd. 
Y A WI G ACTION 
The tests of the present inve tigation indicate that 
the pilots' ob ervation of yawing action due to the 
lateral control correspond to the yawing moment a 
mea ured with re pect to the wind axi. If the yaw-
ing moments are of moderate magnitude, their actual 
value and even their direction would appear to be un-
important within the usual un tailed fliO'ht range, 
although it seems probable that an entire ab ence of 
yawing due to the aileron control would be more 
desirable. Large neO'ative value of the yawinO' 
moment are known to be unde irable because they 
tend to make the airplane turn away from the desired 
bank, thus introducing a ide lip that result in a rollinO' 
moment opposing that of the ailerons. The pre ent 
test have shown that large po itive yawing moment 
may also be undesirable in the normal flight range 
because they tend to lower the no e of the airplane 
during the entrance to tight tum. The practical 
importance of the yawing action of the aileron depend 
upon its relation to their rolling action and to other 
characteristics of the airplane, uch a the dihedral of 
the wings. For example, above the tall, if the direct 
rolling action is poor, large po itive yawing moment 
may be of considerable a i tance in maintaininO' 
lateral control. 
o TROL FORCE 
It seems desirable, from the pilot's point of view, 
to have the control force as light as is consistent with 
maintenance of the feel of a definite neutral po ition, 
and to have increasing deflection of the stick require 
the application of a noticeably increasing force. A 
the rolling action hould also be related to the stick 
deflection, an increasing effort on the part of the pilot 
will be required to obtain greater rolling action. It is 
probably desirable al 0 that the ratio of effort expended 
to rolling action obtained should be independent of the 
peed of the airplane; that i ,if the effectiveness of the 
lateral control increases with speed, the required stick 
forces should also be heavier at high peeds, so that 
there will be no tendency to overcontrol at the e peeds. 
The control force is of great importance in obtaining 
sati factory lateral control. A shown by the present 
tests, an airplane that require light control force 
apparently seems much more controllable to a pilot 
than one that requires heavy control force, even though 
for full deflection the heavier control may be consider-
ably more powerful than the lighter one. 
RESULTS 
LATERAL co TROL CHARA CTERISTICS 
Standard Fairchild 22 ailerons.- -The tandard 
ailerons of the F- 22 are considered by the pilot to be 
repre entative of good conventional lateral control 
y tern. The rolling action they produce i atis-
factory up to the tall, although it noticeably decrea e 
with decrea in~ air p d. Although the yawing 
action i adver e, it cau e no annoyance to the pilot 
in the normal flying ranO'e, being evidenced only by a 
light movement of the no e away from the bank 
before the airplane tart turning in the de ired dir c-
tion, and by a momentary increa e in the rate of rota-
tion when the ailerons arc di placed for recover. from 
the turn. The required tick forces are light and are 
proportional to thfl deflectiou obtained for normal 
maneuver. For abrupt maneuver, the force re-
quil'ed are definitely heavier. The tick force increa e. 
with peed, as do the control effectivene s. In 
taIled iliO'ht, howe,' er, the aileron. give no control, 
rotation continuing in either direction again t full 
oppo ite aileron deflection. 
Short wide ailerons with equal up-and-down move-
ment, rigged OO.-\Yith the hort wide aileron with 
equal up-and-clown mo ement rigged 0° and with other 
control ystem te ted on the pecial wing, excepting 
the aw-tooth poiler , only the characteri tic with the 
wing at 0° dihedral, or at 3° dihedral in tho e ca e 
where te ts were not made at 0°, will be con idered at 
thi point. The effect of dihedral will be treated in a 
later ection. Reference to table I ,\Jill how the 
dihedral angle for the te t of the particular control 
device under di CLl ion. 
The characteri tic of he hort wide aileron with 
equal up-and-down movement were, with two impor-
tant exceptions l generally similar to those of the 
standard aileron. The decrease in efl'ectivene s as the 
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stall was approached was greater with the short wide 
ailerons, so that the airplane would roll out of steeply 
banked turns against full aileron deflection just below 
the stall, whereas the standard ailerons gave satis-
factory control up to the stall. The stick forces, as 
e}""Pected, were definitely grea tel' with the short wide 
ailerons. In a sideslip it was found that the wide-
chord aileron on the forward wing tip tended to trail 
up sufficiently to overbalance the inherent banking 
effect of the wings, so that at 0° dihedral a fairly heavy 
force had to be applied to the stick to hold the aileron 
down and to prevent the wing from "digging in." 
Another point, having no connection with the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the control system, was 
noted: Dl.!ring taxi runs, any roughness of the ground 
caused movement of the ailerons and, because of their 
large unbalanced mass, induced annoying reactions in 
the control column. 
Short wide ailerons with equal up-and-down move-
ment rigged up 10°, with original differential move-
ment rigged 0°, and with original differential move-
ment rigged up 100.--With the other arrangements 
the short wide ailerons had the same objectionable 
characteristics as previously noted. The progressive 
variation in the yawing action shown by wind-tunnel 
tests was observed in flight. For no arrangement did 
the pilots consider the yawing action positive. Prob-
ably because the short wide ailerons had the lowest 
yawing moment with differential movement and rigged 
up 10°, this arrangement gave the greatest control near 
the stall, although in no case was the control above the 
stall satisfactory. 
Short wide ailerons with modified differential move-
ment rigged at 0° and up 100.-With the modified 
differential movement the short wide ailerons, though 
less powerful for full deflection, were considered super-
ior to the arrangements of these ailerons previously 
tested because of the lighter stick forces required. 
These forces, however, were still slightly greater than 
those for the standard ailerons. Satisfactory turns 
were made right up to the stall and above the stall 
the control with the modified differential movement 
was about the same as with the original differential 
movement, although the available deflections were less. 
Short wide ailerons with original differential 
movement and original rear-hinge spoilers.- The 
original rear-hinge spoilers did not move appreciably 
until the aileron was deflected 5°. Thus, for maneu-
vers requiring only small aileron movements, the 
spoilers did not come into action and the control 
was comparable to that obtained with differential 
ailerons alone. When sufficient movement was given 
to the stick to deflect the spoilers, the resultant roll 
was too violent; in addition, the control force changed 
sign after the roll had started so that, whereas it was 
necessary to apply a fairly heavy force to deflect the 
spoilers, an equally large force was required to return 
the stick to neutral. It is worth noting that this 
condition of overbalance was not indicated by the 
usual wind-tunnel tests without rotation. Apparently, 
rotation decreases the hinge moments of the ailerons 
without affecting those of the spoilers. 
The yaw was positive but small with this control 
system. The combination of ailerons and rear-hinge 
spoilers gave definite control above the stall and could 
be used to start or stop rotation of the airplane. 
The airplane, however, was laterally unstable in the 
stalled-flight range and its flying characteristics were 
poor, constant juggling of the lateral controls being 
required to keep the wings level. In this range, con-
trol depended entirely on the spoilers and was not 
obtained until the stick was deflected enou~h to operate 
them. The effectiveness of the system did not increase 
smoothly with stick deflection. The greatest increase 
occurred as the spoiler came into operation. Very 
little improvement in the effectiveness was noted 
from this point on to full stick deflection. 
Short wide ailerons with modified diffarent ial 
movement and reduced rear-hinge spoilers. - Because 
the combination of short wide ailerons and rear-
hinge spoilers had given fair control above the stall 
an attempt was made to improve its characteristics in 
the normal flying range. Reduction of the movement 
appeared to offer the greatest promise. The previous 
tests had shown that only a small dellection of the 
spoilers was necessary to obtain practically the full 
rolling action of the device. It therefore seemed 
probable that changing the mechanical linkage between 
the control stick and the control surfaces, so that full 
deflection of the stick would give only a small deflec-
tion of the spoilers, would reduce the stick force and 
make the control system smoother in action without 
appreciable loss in the control effectiveness . With 
the smaller movement the control action was fair. 
The stick forces were lighter but the overbalanced 
condition, although relieved, was still present. The 
spoiler area was then reduced progressively until the 
combination lost its efIectiveness beyond the stall, 
although a slight overbalance still remained. 
Front-hinge spoilers.-When the front-hi nge spoilers 
were first tried the pilots noticed that the airplane ap-
parently did not start to roll until the contwl stick had 
been given a medium amount of dellection, after which 
the rolling velocity suddenly built up to a much higher 
value than had been experienced with any control 
system tested previously; this characteristic made it 
impossible to perform smoothly maneuvers requiring 
the coordination of the spoilers with the elevator or 
rudder and led to overcontrolling when an attempt was 
made to keep the wings level in gusty air. A closer 
inspection of the spoiler action, however, eli closed that 
for any spoiler movement there was an appreciable lag 
or delay between the movement itself and the start of 
the desired rotation in roll of the airplane. No lag 
--------------------------_.---------------
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was apparent in the yawing action. In order to sub-
stantiate the pilots' finding, records were made of the 
rotation of the airplane in roll immediately following a 
movement of the stick. A specimen time-history of the 
motion is shown in figure 10, together with similar in-
formation for the standard ailerons. The records 
showed that the delay before rotation started was of 
the order of a quarter of a second and that the final rate 
of roll wa ubout three times as high a that obtained 
\o\i.th the (,andard ailerons. The lag was present at all 
speeds. 
The time lag seems slll'prisingly small to hlwe much 
eHect on the con(,rol obtained \\i.th spoilers, but ap-
parently it is sufficient to prohibit the lise of the spoilers 
closf' to the ground because of the danger of overcon-
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FIGURE IO.- Time-history curves showing the lag characteris tics of various control 
systems. Indicated air speed, 50 mi les per hour; full cont rol def1~ction. 
trolling. The system appeared to the pilots to haye no 
"graduation" in normal operation. The airplane either 
rolled violently or not at all. When the stick was de-
flected step by step and held at each position until the 
action occurred, however, (,he pilots reported that 
control was fairly well graduated, as had been indi-
cated by the wind-tunnel tests. Eycn ,\i.th complete 
knowledge of the rolling characteristic of the spoilers, 
the pilots found it impossible Lo perform in a. Sft ti fac-
tory manner maneuvers requiring coordina tion of the 
spoiler with either of the other control. 
The yawing moments of the spoilers were large and 
positive, as had been expected. Although the lag in the 
rolling action made it difficult to obtain definite obser-
vations of the po itive or fa,orable yawing action, it was 
noted that when a rapid entry was made into steeply 
banked turn below the stall, the ya\ving action tended 
to depress the nose of the airplane as soon as an appre-
ciable angle of bank was attained, and considerable 
trouble was experienced in holding the airplane to the 
desired llight path. The spoilers gave a fair degree of 
control above (,he stall, probably through action of the 
positive yawing moment. It was impossible to deter-
mine whether the spoilers had lag beyond the stall, 
because of the general instability of the airplane in this 
range. The control force was reasonably light. 
Plain retractable spoilers.- It was considered pos-
sible that the lag might be reduced by creating a more 
abrupt disturbance of the air flow than that caused by 
the front-hinge spoilers; for this reason they were re-
placed by spoilers of the retractable type, in which the 
spoiler surface i contained within the wing and moved 
out normal to the ,ving surface (fig. 4 (d)). The con-
struction of the ",i.ng necessitated that the retractable 
spoilers be mounted forward of the position occupied by 
the front-hinge spoilers. Instrument records from ests 
of tIllS type of spoiler showed that the lag was greater 
than with the front-hinge spoilers, probably because of 
the more forward location of the retractable spoiler; 
also, a definite initial rolling in the wrong direction 
occurred. In other respects, the two types of spoilers 
ha.d about the same characteristics. Removal of the 
outer portion of the spoiler reduced the violence of the 
rolling action. 
Saw-tooth retractable spoilers.--Before the retract-
able spoilers were rejected as controls to be used by 
themselves, a further attempt was made to eliminate 
lag. By this time, it was evident that the action of the 
spoilers depended almost entirely on their effectiveness 
in breaking down the flow over the after portion of the 
wing and that the objectionable lag was caused by the 
time required to bring about this breakdown. It was 
suggested that with a aw-tooth spoiler, in tead of the 
air being deflected upward from the wing, turbulence 
might be set up by the sides of the teeth and that this 
turbulent flow might pa s directly along the wing sur-
face, and cause more rapid destruction of the lift. 
This form of the poiler was te ted at go dihedral 
after all other test had been completed. The lag wa 
found to be lightly reduced but the reduction cannot 
be directly attributed to the hape of the spoiler, for 
the dihedral, a is noted later, influences the apparent 
lag of such devices . 
Short wide ailerons with modified differential move -
ment and plain retractable spoilers.- The combination 
of short wide aileron "ilh modified difl'erential move-
ment and plain retractable spoilers had not been in-
cluded in the original program, although its pos ibilitie 
had been appreciated. It is, in effect, similar to the 
combination of ailerons and rear-hinge spoilers without 
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the direct balancing of hinge moments. The laO' of 
the spoilers was in part covered up by the immediate 
action of the aileron. A slight increa e in the rate of 
roll could be noticed when the spoilers became effective, 
but it was not objectionable. The yawing action was 
positive but, of course, less than with the spoilers alone. 
As with the other spoiler arrangement, the system gave 
control at ano-Ies above the stall. 
EFFECT o ~' D IHE DR AL 
In order to make an apprai al of the effect of dihe-
dral on the characteri tic of the various lateral control 
y terns, it was first necessary to determine the effect 
of dihedral on the stability characteri tics of the air-
plane. It was known that the dihedral principally 
afl'ected the rolling characteristics of the airplane under 
conditions of ideslip. It was not e::-.:pected that the 
longitudinal tability would be greatly affected by the 
dihedral change and the flight test howed this to be 
true. The airplane wa longitudinally stable with all 
the dihedral angle for the conditions te ted and, as far 
as the pilots could determine, the characteristics were 
the same in all cases. An attempt to separate the di-
rectional stability characteristics from the more general 
lateral tability characteri tics was ucces ful only at 
0° dihedral, where tbe rolling due to sideslip wa small . 
There the tests indicated that the airplane had a fail' 
degree of direc tional stability. 
With 0° dihedral the airplane was definitely unstable 
laterally. Wh en deliberately caused to side lip in 
either direction, it would turn in the direction of the 
initial slip and spiral indefinitely whether the controls 
were freed or returned to neutral. By an increase of 
the dihedral to 3°, the stability characteri tics were 
somewhat improved. In this condition, the airplane 
was unstable only with the controls freed. With the 
controls neutralized the airplane would recover to 
straight flight after a few oscillations. With 6° 
dihedral the airplane wa stable both with free control 
and ",ith the cont.rols returned to neutral. 
The airplane exhibited instability of a different type 
with go dihedral and controls free . When ideslip was 
started to the right, for example, and the controls 
freed, the airplane would turn directly to the left away 
from the initial sideslip (whereas with 0° dihedral, it 
had turned into the sideslip) and would commence a 
left nose-down spiral accompanied by a rapidly increas-
ing air speed. When the controls were returned to 
neutral during a sideslip, the airplane returned to 
straight flight with no apparent oscillation. 
In connection with these tests it was noted that the 
rudder, when freed, had a. greater tendency to deflect 
to the right than to the left, thus introducing some 
asymmetry in the motion following a right or left 
sideslip. The reason for this has not been ascertained. 
The ob ervations on the lateral tability previously 
given repre ent average conditions for the two direc-
tion of sideslip. It was also observed that in a ide-
slip the wide-chord ai leron of the forward wing would 
trail up when the controls were relea ed and stay there 
through all the ensuing motion until straight flight, if 
the airplane were stable, was regained. If the airplane 
\Va unstable, the ailerons remained in the initial 
position taken, regardless of the form of the instability. 
With the wing set at 0° dihedral the rudder gave 
almost independent directional control, the banking 
due to the yaw produced being very slight when the 
ailerons were held in neutral. Turn could be made 
without the ailerons but they were characterized hy 
skidding during entry and sideslipping during recovery, 
the amonnt depending on the abruptness with which 
the rudder was used. As noted previously, if the ail-
erons were freed during rudder movements, the trailing 
of the onter ailerons might result in the wing digging 
in and banking in the wrong direction for the turn; a 
deliberate sideslipping therefore required careful han-
dling of the ailerons. The increased banking effect 
obtained with 3° dihedral eliminated all tendency of 
the forward wing to dig in and made sideslips ea ier to 
perform. The effect was noticeable also when rudder 
turns were made. Tight, or steeply banked, rudder 
turns, however, were difficult to enter as the airplane 
would nose down during the time taken to roll to the 
desired angle of bank. If an attempt was then made 
to bring up the nose with the rudder, the airplane would 
start sideslipping and would roll out of the bank. The 
airplane always banked in the direction of the turn 
set up by the rudder, whether the ailerons were held .in 
neutral or freed. With 6° dihedral, the rudder had a 
powerful banking effect and it was difficult, with fu ll 
aileron deflection, to hold the wings level for any but 
small amounts of side lip . The roll that could be 
generated by the rudder at go dihedral was so great that 
the rudder had to be handled with discretion and 
sideslipping was practically impossible. With 6° and 
go dihedral, the airplane showed a progressively greater 
tendency than at 3° to nose down and roll out. of rudder 
turns. 
The effect of the dihedral on the control obtainable 
with the different lateral control systems depended on 
the magnitude and direction of the yawing action of 
the control sy terns. The wind-tunnel tests and the 
previous :/lights had shown that, of the control systems 
tested with different degrees of dihedral, the , hort wide 
ailerons with equal up-and-down movement gave the 
large t negative yawing moments. With this control 
system the negative yawing moment, which at 0° dihe-
dral had offered no difficulty, became increa ingly im-
portant when the dihedral was increased to 3°, 6°, 
and go. With go dihedral, the rolling moment in-
duced by the ya'Aring action of the ailerons was prac-
tically equal to the rolling moment of the aileron 
themselve. Turns could be made at all dihedral 
angles, however, with only the ailerons and elevator. 
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The negative yawing moment was apparent from the an d-down movement and by rigging the ailerons up 
skidding and sideslipping it call ed at the start and 10° were not sufficient to influence appreciably the 
completion of the turns. With 0° dihedra l, opposite control characteristics above t,he stall. In this con-
aileron movement was necessary to force the airplane nection i t should be noted that, whereas at the start 
out of the bank at the end of the turn. With the of the wind-tunnel tests of reference 1 it was thought 
higher dihedral angles, the sideslipping set up on re- that pilots would base their reactions on the yawing 
covery from an aileron turn was sufficient in its effect moment about Lhe body axes of the airplane, and the 
to return the wings to level without the necessity for moment given in the reference report were accord-
application of opposite aileron. The amount of aileron ingly given about the body axes, the pilots' reports 
and stick defiection necessary was considerably greater of the present fligh t, tests show definitely that their 
for turn with the larger dihedral angles. At all di- reactions correspond more closely with what would 
hedral angles difficulty was experienced in making be expected from a consideration of the yawing 
steeply banked turn ,:vithout the rudder, as the no e moments about the ,vind axes. 
tended to drop. At the higher dihedral angles, the In the opinion of the pilots, the wide-chord ailerons 
sideslipping accompanying a steeply hanked turn in- were distinctly inferior to the standard ailerons. These 
duced a rolling moment large enollgh to roll the air- opinions were based prinlllrily on stick forces because 
plane out of the bank against fu ll aileron. neither set of ailerons gave control in the stalled-flight 
The change of dihedral had much the same effect on range, and there was no question of sacrificing part 
the control characteristics of the aileron with difl'eren- of the desirable characteristics in the normal fl ying 
tial movement rigged both at 0° and up 10° as with the range to obtain some benefits in the stalled range. 
equal up-and-down movement. The difference in the The stick forces are of such great importance to the 
yawing moment between these various conditions was pilots in judging the relative merits of different con-
noticeable. The best turning characteristics were ob- trol systems in which the change of rolling action is 
served with the differential ailerons rigged up 10°. I of relatively mall magnitude that the greater rolling 
But even with thi arrangement the control wa poor ' action expected from the tunnel test (reference 1) 
at go dihedral, a detailed report indicating that at 64 for the hort wide ailerons was not apparent in Lhe 
m.p.h., if the rudder and elevator were fixed in neutral, flight te ts. Evidently the procedure of flight test-
a full defiection of the aileron would result in a low ing various control y tems regardless of the stick 
roll in the desired direction hut accompanied by a forces and later balancing the ailerons to obtain the 
yawing motion away from the de ired turn. After a de ired stick forces i not feasible. In the future the 
roll of about 10°, the ide lip induced by the yawing relation of tick forces to the rolling and yawing action 
action resulted in a rolling moment opposed to that of will have to be considered in the initial wind-tunn I 
the ailerons sufficient to damp out the rolling velocity. test. The pilots also preferred the modified to the 
The airplane would then mnintain straiO'ht flight, hold- original o.ifferentiallinkage for the wide-chord aileron 
ing a yawed and banked attitude. becau e of the decreased tick forces. 
The combination of differential aileron and rear- Spoilers.- The poiler alone were it not for the lag, 
hinge spoilers with their small, though negatiyo, yaw- would offer a sati factory single control in both the 
ing moment was not much afrected by the dihedral unstalled ano. taIled flying range, and it i recom-
change, except that at the higher dihedral angle an mended that means of reducing the lag be further 
increasing force was required for turning. The yawing investigated. A po sible disadvantage of the spoiler, 
moment- which o.oes not have the lag in its action a aside from the lag, appear to be their large po iti"'-e 
does the rolling moment-was an aid to the retractable yawing moment, because during the roll into abrupt, 
spoilers at the higher dihedral angle, as the roll due Lo steeply banked turn the yawing action is ufficient 
the yaw was great enough to eliminate the apparent to lower the nose of the airplane well below the desired 
lag with dihedral angle of 6° or more. With the 6° ilight path unless a con iderable amount of rudder 
dihedral angle the airplane would roll directly on appli- control is used simultaneously away from the direction 
cation of the spoilers, but an abrupt increase of roll of the turn. An ab olute evaluation of the importance 
was noticed when the flow over the spoilers broke down of this item could not be made on account of the laO', 
completely. At go dihedral, the lag was not in any but it is very probable that the large positive yawing 
way noticeable. moment may prove detrimental. The yawing moment 
DISCUSSIO N 
Short wide ailerons.--These ailerons when u ed by 
themselves gave no lateral control above the tall for 
any arrangement te ted. Apparently, the changes in 
the magnitude of the yawing moment that were ob-
tained by using a differential in tead of an equal up-
can be considerably reduced, however, by a decrea e 
in poiler area, the present installations giving more 
rolling control than is con idered desirable. 
The poilers, whether used by them elve or in con-
junction with the ailerons, eemed to be the ole type 
of lateral control device tested that gave any control 
above the stall, possibly because of their large po itive 
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yawing moments; the tests showed that the rudder 
also gave a fair amount of control above the stall . 
o definite conclu ion can be drawn concerning this 
point, however, as it may be possible that ability of 
the spoilers to give control at high angles of attack 
depends only on the fact that they have no adverse 
yawing moments. If this i true, then of course the lag 
becomes a, con idemtion. The lag beyond the stall 
was not noticed in the flight tests. but other factors 
entered the tests that would ha,ve prevented the lag 
from being ob erved even if pre ent. In this connec-
tion, the flight tests showed that control beyond the 
stall is not in itself sufficient for safe flying a,t low 
speeds. 
Apparently the stalling of the wing re ults in such 
a violent form of instability, not only of the motion of 
the airplane but of the flow a well, that the condition 
is by no mea,ns compamble with that of longitudinal 
in tability or lateral in ta,bility in the normal flying 
range. Beyond the stall, gustiness of the air may 
cause one wing to drop violently and the airplane to 
start into a spin before the pilot has a chance to react. 
With the spoilers, it was pos ible to stop and reverse 
the rotation imply by crossing the stick; it was ex-
tremely difficult, however, to stop the rotation when 
the wings were Ie el and to maio tain them level for any 
length of time. Attempt at traight flight usually 
rc ulted in a eries of violen t 0 cillation during any of 
which considerable altitude might be lost or Lhe direc-
tion of flight changed. 
Spoilers in combination with ailerons.- The COOl-
bina,tion of spoilers and aileron shows the greatest 
promise of any of the system tested. The spoilers 
provided some con trol at large angles of attack, the 
ailerons, by their immediate action, eliminating the 
apparent lag of the spoiler. 
Although the pecific combinations tested were 
unsatisfactory for particular reasons, sllch as high 
stick forces and overhalance of the rear-hinge spoiler 
and aileron combination, the independent tests of the 
two components showed how the difficultie aro e and 
the manner in which they could he treated. As pre-
viously discus5C'd, the widC'-chord ailerons have no 
particular advantage over the narrow-chord ailerons 
and are, moreover, the cau e of the high hinge moments. 
The spoilers could therefore be combined with the 
narrow-chord ailerons with no great los in effective-
nes an d the need for balancing the hinge moment 
would be eliminated. With retractable poiler of the 
type used in the te ts, the line of action of the aerody-
namic force always passes through the ax} of rotation. 
The only hinge moment for this device is attributable 
to the weight of the surface and its supporting mem-
bers, and if the weight could not be held down to a 
mall enough value, mass balances might be used. 
Experience with the special wing has shown that the 
mechanism required for operating one-way system, 
such as spoilers with their hinge axes at either the 
front or rear edge, lea,ve much to be desired. With 
the retractable spoilers, a two-directional system, in 
which the spoilers would be flush with the surface 
when the stick was in neutral and one spoiler would 
move into the wing as the other moved out, might 
ea ily be adapted. A pos ible disadvantage of the 
retractable spoiler lies in the fact that the gap needed 
in the wing surface near or ahead of the maxim m 
ordinate may adversely a[ect the lift and drag char-
acteristics of the ·wing. The yawing moment of the 
combina,tion could be given any practical value, within 
limits, by varying the size and location of the spoiler 
surface. In the event that the positive yaw proved 
not to be necessary for control beyond the stall, the 
yawing moment could be completely elimina,ted. 
Dihedral.- Increa ing the dihedral, a' expected, 
increased the roll due to sideslip; the results obtained 
with the increased diheural, in general, showed that 
this was the only variable of importance. La,teral con-
trol system with negati\'e yawing moments are d-
\-ersely affected by increa ing the dihedral. In the 
present tests with go dihedral it has been een that the 
rolling moment resulting from the yaw was ufficient 
to counteract entirely that of t.he wide-chord ailerons. 
EYen though the rolling moment of the aileron wa 
not entirely counterbalanced at GO and 3° dihedral, 
increased deflections and consequently increased forces 
were required for normal maneuvering . With the 
poilers for which the yawing moment was positive, 
the dihedral bad considerable effect in reducing the 
apparent lng. At go dihedral the rolling et up through 
action of the positive yawing moment was apparently 
sufficient to coY('r up the lag of the spoilers. TIllS 
sLatement seem to be a contra.diction of the fa.ct that 
with the saw-toothed spoiler, lag was recorded with 
in truments at go dihedral. A po -sible explanation i 
that the lag in the rolling action may depend directly 
on the drag caused by the poiler- and the plain spo iler 
had considerably more drag than the saw-tooth spoiler. 
Thus, the aw-tooth spoiler may cause considerably 
les ya\\i.ng than the plain spoiler and have greater 
lag in it rolling action, so that at go dihedral, the saw-
tooth spoiler could still have shown some apparent 
lag, whereas the plain poilers showed none. The 
rolling due to the rudder was so greatly increased by 
Lhe dihedral that a t go dihedral steady stalled Oigh t 
wa more nearly maintained with use of the rudder 
than with any of the lateral controls. 
The fact LhnL the airplane exhibited spiral in tabil-
ity with 0° dihedral showed that the fm area, \Va too 
large for tIle dihedral. As the ratio of dihedral to fin 
area wa increased, the airplane became laterally 
stable. The optimum dihedral angle tested wa 6°. 
With go, the dihedral was too large for the fin area 
(rudder free) and instability was again present. In 
this condition the airplane turned out of the sideslip, 
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maintaining its initial yaw, and spiraled with increas-
ing speed in the opposite direction. 
The ability to sideslip is important in a conventional 
airplane with a small range of gliding angles and a 
poor field of view ahead and down, as it permits the 
pilot to obtain a better view of the landing field before 
the start of or during the landing glide. Dihedral 
decreases the ability to sideslip. The rolling due to 
yaw, wi.th dihedral angles above 6°, was sufficient to 
preclude the practical use of sideslipping as a maneuver. 
Evidently, the ability to sideslip and maintenance of 
lateral stability involve opposite considerations con-
cerning the dihedral and some compromise must be 
made regarding them. As lateral stability is probably 
more important than the ability to sideslip, the opti-
mum dihedral angle for this airplane with the special 
wing, considering both features, is probably of the 
order of 5 0 - an angle that will give a fair amount of 
lateral stability and still will permit a limited amount 
of deliberate sideslipping. 
Two-control operation of the airplane.-The two-
control operation of the airplane- with proper lateral 
stability and lateral control characteristics- offers sev-
eral distinct advantages, the principal and underlying 
one being the greater simplicity of coordinating two 
controls instead of the present three. With only a 
single control for the rolling and yawing motions, which 
always occur together, the present difficulty of coordi-
nating the rudder and ailerons in blind flight would be 
eliminated. It would seem, also, that further difficul-
ties such as that of maintaining the proper angle of 
attack while maneuvering in a wind close to the ground 
and that, encountered by students, of learning to coor-
dinate the three controls, might be reduced, if not 
entirely eliminated. 
The present tests threw some light on the feasibility 
of two-control operation of the airplane. The test 
showed that the rudder and elevators can be used satis-
factorily without the ailerons when the wing has a fair 
amount of dihedral. At small dihedral angles (for 
example, 0°) the roll due to rudder action is too small 
as compared to the directional effect. Turns made 
with the rudder and elevator are accompanied by an 
apprecittble amount of skidding at the start and side-
slipping on recovery to straight flight . Also, if the 
rudder were operated abruptly the course would be 
changed considerably before much rolling took place. 
Control with the standard wing with W dihedral was 
satisfactory, but the skidding and sideslipping in turns 
was still present, particularly in abrupt turn. With 
3° and 6° dihedral, the roll due to the rudder was 
greater but at 6° the nose tended to drop in sharp 
turns and a heavy elevator force was required. ·With 
go dihedral, the rudder became an extremely sensitive 
rolling control, and required more or less delicate 
manipulation. Beyond the stall within the range of 
angles of attack attained, the rudder gave a fair amount 
of control with the higher dihedral angles. 
The elevator and aileron combination gave better 
control at the smaller dihedral angles than did elevator 
and rudder. An increase of dihedral necessitated 
greater stick forces; for the ailerons having a substan-
tial amount of adverse yaw, turns became more difficult 
and, at the highest dihedral, impracticable. Large 
positive yaw, on the other hand, caused the nose to 
drop during the entry into turns. 
Apparently, a moderately satisfactory two-control 
system could be developed using the elevator in combi-
nation with either the rudder or the ailerons. Both 
systems have their limitations. The rudder requires 
a fairly large amount of dihedral, whereas the ailerons 
work better with a small amount of dihedral. It is 
still questionable as to whether the aileron-elevator or 
the rudder:-elevator system is best to use. The aileron-
elevator combination would give roll as the primary 
motion, with the directional control as secondary. 
The ailerons would be useful for raising a wing dropped 
in gusty air during an approach to landing without 
turning the airplane out of the wind. The rudder-
elevator combination gives yaw as the primary motion 
and would be useful for correcting the course on a cross-
country flight ,vithout going through considerable 
maneuvers. 
Several dis ad vantages of the two-control system 
were noted during the tests. The maneuverability of 
the airplane was decreased. Under some conditions 
this would be an advantage, as there would be less 
danger of putting the airplane in an awkward attitude. 
On the other hand, great maneuverability and inde-
pendent control about the three axes may be necessary 
for landing and taking off in gusty air, particularly if 
it is necessary to take off or land cross wind. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The wi.de-chord ailerons offer no advantage over 
narrow-chord ailerons where structural considerations 
will permit the installation of either type. 
2. Spoilers situated on the forward portion of the 
wing give unsatisfactory control because of a lag 
between the movement of the control surface and the 
response of the airplane in roll. 
3. Provided that the lag can be eliminated, these 
spoilers offer a very promising means of obtaining 
control both below and above the stall. The possi-
bilities of eliminating the lag should be investigated. 
4. A satisfactory lateral control system effective 
throughout the whole flight range of angles of attack 
can probably be developed, utilizing retractable 
spoilers in conj unction with narrow-chord ailerons. 
5. With small dihedral angles, adverse aileron yaw-
ing moments of fai.r magnitude oiTer no difficulty in 
the operation of the airplane in the normal flight range, 
but at angles of attack above the stall, they seriously 
interfere with the possibility of obtaining lateral 
control. 
r 
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6. The importance of the negative yawing moment 
increases with increasing dihedral. A dihedral angle 
may be easily attained at which the yawing moment 
caused by ailerons may induce a rolling moment due 
to the dihedral ufficient to completely counterbalance 
that of the aileron . 
7. Large po itive yawing moments may be as unde-
sirable as negative yawing moment at angle of attack 
below the stall with low dihedral, as they re ult in 
depressing the no e of the airplane during the entry 
into teeply banked turns. 
. The operation of an airplane with two controls 
instead of the u ual three i fea ible with either the 
elevator-aileron combination or the elevator-rudder 
combination but limits the maneuverability of the air-
plane. Two-control operation may be desirable for 
certain type of aircraft but further test. are n ces-
sary to investigate its effectiveness under conditions 
requiring that the airplane be landed cross wind in 
gusty air. 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO AU'l' ICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., May 19, 1934. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis I Angle Velocities Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
Longitudinal ___ X X 
L~teraL _______ y y 
• T ormaL _______ Z Z 
, 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 0=-- 0--
I qbS m- qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Designation 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ___ _ 
, Ya wing _____ I 
N an = qr-
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
.'If 
N 
I Linear 
Positive De 'igna- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along 
Angular 
axis) 
}·--...,Z RoIL ____ </> 11 P 
Z--+X Pit rh ____ e v q 
X--+}' l.., .... ,~,. _____ .p tv r 
, 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indica.te surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Piteh ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream ,-elocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient aT = ~D4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient aQ = ~Du pn 
P, 
a., 
71, 
n, 
<P, 
Power, absolute coefficient ap = ~DS pn 
Specd -power coefficien t = ~ ~~: 
Efficienc.' 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
EffectiYe heli.\: angle = tan-1 (2!.n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATW~S 
1 hp. = 7u.04 kg-m/s = 550 It-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. -0.4470 m .p.s. 
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m = 5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 
